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Maintenance & Restoration: Panel Makeovers

UMA (www.UMAInstruments.com) sell electroluminescent light strips, as well as instrument bezels for retrofit. Electroluminescent lighting systems produce an ... 
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maintenance & restoration Panel Makeovers They don’t need to be extreme JEFF SIMO N



O



ver the past few months, we’ve covered restoring the exterior of the aircraft and refinishing the interior. Now it’s time to get in the cockpit and clean up the front office, specifically, the panel. The good news is that you don’t have to break the bank to clean up your panel. There’s an important distinction between a panel makeover and an avionics makeover. In a panel makeover, the goal is to clean up the existing panel by rearranging critical instruments, removing unused/obsolete components, improving panel lighting, and improving the cosmetics facing the pilot. This work can often be done by the average owner/airframe and powerplant mechanic team with more “sweat equity” than cash. An avionics makeover, on the other hand, includes alterations and improvements to the avionics components themselves. It includes complex wiring, perhaps lots of cash, and should always be done by someone skilled in avionics installations.



Panel Basics Before delving into a panel restoration, let’s review some panel basics, beginning with the structure. The part of the panel we see from the cockpit is usually just a decorative cover called a panel overlay. With the exception of modern fiberglass aircraft, most panel overlays are made of either plastic or metal. Underneath the panel overlay is the sub-panel. Once you see a typical sub-panel, it’s obvious why overlays are needed. Most sub-panels are about as attractive as Swiss cheese, with holes from previous instruments, support structures and mounting points for the primary structure, and electrical bus bars. In some aircraft, the 88
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sub-panel itself is a critical part of the primary structure of the aircraft. In other aircraft, the sub-panel mounts to the primary structure. Most panels include components of the electrical system, aircraft flight instruments, engine gauges, flight controls, and avionics. Any alterations to the sub-panel and its components require a complete understanding of each of these systems and proper qualifications to work on them.



Scope Management In my experience, aircraft panel and avionics projects have the highest risk of “scope creep” of any type of project you might begin on an aircraft. You may start out just looking to move a couple of instruments and replace the overlay, only to discover that the rat’s nest of old wires and hoses won’t reach the new locations.



…aircraft panel and avionics projects have the highest risk of “scope creep” of any type of project you might begin on an aircraft. That leads to new wiring, which reveals other avionics issues, which leads to more new wiring, which mysteriously leads to a meeting with a loan officer and a new avionics stack. The key to keeping control of the scope and budget is to know what your priorities are before you begin. Are you satisfied with your current avionics and instruments? Do you have any squawks with the instruments or electrical system? Before you kick off a panel make-



over, be absolutely sure that you don’t want an avionics makeover. Even if the project scope remains stable, you don’t want to create a beautiful panel just to rip it out later to upgrade the avionics.



Getting Things in Line The logical “six pack” of flight instruments that we’ve become used to is a surprisingly modern development. Older aircraft, especially those produced before the 1970s, rarely had such logical arrangements of the airspeed, turn-and-bank, artificial horizon, directional gyro, altimeter, and vertical speed indicator. One of the best ways to modernize an old panel is to rearrange the flight instruments, as well as the VOR/localizer indicators, into a neat grid with everything in its proper place. If the hoses and wires reach the new locations, moving the instruments mainly involves modifying the sub-panel. Depending on the aircraft, the complexity of this can vary greatly. In the best scenarios, parts of the sub-panel can be replaced completely with sections of sheet metal with mounting holes in the new locations. If replacing the sub-panel is too difficult, you may be able to open up room for the new instruments and add a supporting piece of sheet aluminum behind the existing sub-panel with mounting holes in the new locations. The mounting holes in the sub-panel don’t need to be pretty, but they do need to properly support the aircraft instruments. However, this is no task for the inexperienced. On certificated aircraft, it requires a certificated mechanic to do the work and to ensure proper documentation. In some cases, this work can be considered a minor alteration with only a logbook entry. In other cases, an FAA Form 337 may be required for approval of the modifications. It’s up to the mechanic to make the determination. Moving the instruments themselves is straightforward, so long as the hoses and wires reach the new locations. Replacing hoses is simple, but may require a new pitot-static certification if that system has been opened up. Extending avionics wiring is more complex and can introduce new gremlins to the system if not done properly.



A panel overlay, typically made of either plastic or metal, covers the generally unattractive sub-panel and its support structures, mounting points, and electrical bus bars.



Older aircraft rarely have logical arrangements of the instruments like the “six pack” we are accustomed to on more current models.



Instrument Overhaul Time? While you’re moving things around, you might want to make a few functional improvements. If your attitude indicator and directional gyro (DG) are original to the aircraft, this might be a great time to have them overhauled. For a small fee, the overhaul shop can also repaint or replace the instrument faces and glass. It’s a great way to make 30-year-old instruments look as good as new. I had the shop replace my old numbers-only DG face with one that had N-S-E-W on the dial. Perhaps I’m numerically challenged, but it makes it that much easier to call out my position when approaching an airport. You can make functional as well as cosmetic improvements, especially to the engine instruments. Many older aircraft use purely mechanical gauges for oil and fuel



The modern “six pack” of flight instruments includes the airspeed, turn-and-bank, altimeter, artificial horizon, directional gyro, and vertical speed indicator. EAA Sport Aviation
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maintenance & restoration pressure. This means that there are oil and fuel lines behind the panel, which is never a good idea if you can avoid it. Mitchell Aircraft Products (www.MitchellProducts.com) produces a line of engine instruments driven by remote sending units that are typically located on the engine-side of the firewall. This greatly reduces the chance of fluid leaks into the cabin in the event of a line or instrument failure. Mitchell has supplemental type certificates for most aircraft, and the gauges are reasonably priced (in aircraft terms).



Electrical Improvements Another area of common randomness is the electrical system. Many older aircraft have fuses and circuit breakers scattered around the panel. It makes good sense to place them all together, in a location for easy identification and access in an emergency. It may also make sense to replace fuses with circuit breakers and to replace older switches with modern, more reliable ones. However, these types of modifications will add to the complexity of the effort and almost always require FAA Form 337 approval.



Panel Lighting Panel lighting is a great area to make improvements during your project.



If possible, I recommend breaking the lighting system in two circuits, one for instrument backlighting and another for panel frontlighting. This may require 337 approval, but it is well worth the effort. If your instruments don’t have their own built-in backlights, I’ve had great success adding Nulite light rings between the instrument and the sub-panel (www.Nulite.net). These lights are FAA-certified, inexpensive, easy to install, and great at uniformly illuminating instrument faces. In addition to the uniform lighting, they don’t clutter an otherwise clean panel. Panel frontlighting is important because it allows you to see unlit switches, gauges, and placards, as well as adding a soft glow to the cockpit that can make it possible to read maps without ruining your night vision. Companies such as UMA (www.UMAInstruments.com) sell electroluminescent light strips, as well as instrument bezels for retrofit. Electroluminescent lighting systems produce an even, soft blue/green glow that is both functional and attractive. However, they require a separate power inverter, and last I checked, none were FAA-certified. That doesn’t mean you couldn’t get them approved on a Form 337, but it would require the extra effort without any guarantee of approval.



While you’re moving things around, this might be a good time to upgrade older instruments, have them overhauled, or replace them with newer technology. 90
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If you are already modifying the panel lighting circuit to use separate dimmers, you’ll be doing a 337 anyway, so it might not hurt to include the whole modification on a single form.



Finishing Touches The first thing one sees when looking at an instrument panel is the panel overlay. Even if you’re focusing on the avionics and instruments, the difference between a clean, flat, metal overlay and an old plastic one will greatly impact your first impression.



It’s an area where sweat-equity produces as much benefit as cash outlays. The best part is that every time you fly, you’ll be staring at the results of your work. Fortunately, it’s not too difficult to produce a metal overlay to replace the old plastic one. Patience and accuracy are the keys to success. You’ll want to use the old overlay as a basic guide, but measure carefully so as not to reproduce errors that existed in the old overlay when making the new one. A typical panel overlay might be produced from 0.060 aluminum, which is strong enough to avoid warping during production and installation. Cutting perfectly located and round holes is one of the hardest tasks. If you happen to have easy access to someone with a computer numerically controlled machine, this is the best way to produce a professional product. However, even without this capability, you can still cut good holes if you have the proper tools. The best results in 0.060 can be obtained by using a manual knockout punch. Knockout punches are expensive, but they produce very clean holes. Aircraft Tool Supply (www.Aircraft-Tool.com) sells
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maintenance & restoration a reversible punch that can produce both 2-1/4-inch and 3-1/8-inch instrument panel holes. The only real risk with a punch is warping the panel while punching out the hole. However, if the material is properly supported, this should not happen with 0.060. Another option is a hole saw. These are less expensive, but it’s essential to use a high quality saw. You need a saw specifically designed for cutting into aluminum, and these typically have larger teeth (contrary to what you might expect). Finally, fly cutter tools are also available for use in a drill press. With either the hole saw or fly cutter, it is imperative that some sort of backup material is provided behind the aluminum, such as a sheet of plywood. Once the panel is cut and fitted, you’ll want to finish it. Without a doubt, powder coating is the finishing process of choice for an aircraft panel. It produces a durable finish that can stand the test of time. For the most modern appearance, choose a flat finish, light gray in color. The details matter! Don’t skimp on the placards. Aircraft Engravers (www.Engravers.net) and other companies produce top quality placards for aircraft panels. They can work with you to produce custom placards and overlays for your specific aircraft. They also sell a line of avionics faceplate inserts that can make your old avionics look much newer with about five minutes of work. Every aircraft is different, and it’s up to you how much you want to take on with your panel makeover. However, even a small amount of work can yield great results. The best part is that every time you fly, you’ll be staring at the results of your work. Take your time, plan well, and enjoy the project!



Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. To learn more visit www. ApproachAviation.com or call tollfree 877-564-4457. 92
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